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Action Unit (AU) detection plays an important role in facial behaviour analysis. In the literature, AU
detection has extensive researches in macro-expressions. However, to the best of our knowledge, there
is limited research about AU analysis for micro-expressions. In this paper, we focus on AU detection in
micro-expressions. Due to the small quantity and low intensity of micro-expression databases, micro-
expression AU detection becomes challenging. To alleviate these problems, in this work, we propose a
novel micro-expression AU detection method by utilizing self high-order statistics of spatio-wise and
channel-wise features which can be considered as spatial and channel attentions, respectively.
Through such spatial attention module, we expect to utilize rich relationship information of facial regions
to increase the AU detection robustness on limited micro-expression samples. In addition, considering
the low intensity of micro-expression AUs, we further propose to explore high-order statistics for better
capturing subtle regional changes on face to obtain more discriminative AU features. Intensive experi-
ments show that our proposed approach outperforms the basic framework by 0:0859 on CASME II,
0:0485 on CASME, and 0:0644 on SAMM in terms of the average F1-score.
� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Emotion analysis has become a meaningful and challenging task
in our daily life. Emotion can primarily be observed through facial
expressions. According to Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [1],
facial behavior can be interpreted by a set of Action Units (AUs).
FACS is a comprehensive, anatomically based system for describing
all visually facial movements. In FACS, AU is defined as the basic
facial movement, which works as the building blocks to formulate
multiple facial expressions [2]. Currently, AU detection has played
an indispensable role in analyzing macro-expression [3,4].

Besides macro-expressions, emotions can also be expressed in
another form: micro-expressions. Micro-expressions are involun-
tary and subtle facial muscle changes which occur within 0.5s
[5,6]. In practice, micro-expressions can reveal people’s hidden
emotions and have potential and emerging applications in differ-
ent fields, such as clinical diagnosis, national security and interro-
gations [7]. Micro-expression analysis becomes a relatively new
topic, mostly existing researches have focused on constrained
micro-expression detection and recognition [8–11]. However, the
FACS indicates that successful AU detection greatly facilitates the
analysis of the complicated facial actions or expressions [2]. The
survey of expression recognition [12] introduces that simultane-
ously conducting facial expression recognition with AU detection
can jointly improve the performance of facial expression recogni-
tion [13,14]. In other words, it is very essential to explore AUs
for deeply interpreting the facial behaviour of expressions. To the
best of our knowledge, few work is conducted on analyzing AUs
for micro-expressions. Compared with macro-expression AU
detection, micro-expression AU detection becomes more difficult.
It may be explained by as followed: Firstly, micro-expression AU
detection suffers from much lower intensity and shorter duration
of AU occurrence. Secondly, compared with facial AU databases
such as BP4D database [15] (328 videos and about 140,000 frames
in total), micro-expression AU database contains very small num-
ber of samples. Lastly, few AUs co-exist in micro-expressions. In
fact, the micro-expression AU correlations are very weak, compar-
ing with macro-expressions. Following [16], we have analyzed the
cross-correlation between AUs in micro- and macro-expressions in
Fig. 1. Specifically, Zhao et al. [16] defined AUs with over moderate
positive correlations (correlation coefficient P0.40) as positive
correlations. As seen in Fig. 1, only one pair of AUs (AU1 and
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Fig. 1. Illustration of relation matrix of AU labels. The lower left matrix represents the AU cross-correlation in CASME II database, while the upper right one represents the
macro-expression AU cross-correlation studied on more than 350,000 valid frames with AU labels in CK+ [18], GFT [19] and BP4D databases [15,16]. Red and yellow
rectangles indicate the positive correlations between AUs in micro- and macro-expression database, respectively.
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AU2) has positive correlation in micro-expression database. Differ-
ent from macro-expressions, the AU correlation has small contri-
bution to micro-expression AU detection. That is, common multi-
label learning framework with multi-label loss [2,16,17] is not suit-
able for micro-expression AU detection. Instead, multiple AU
detection in micro-expressions should be viewed as multiple
specific tasks and multi-task learning scheme is the appropriate
framework. To address above-mentioned three problems, we pro-
pose a Spatio-Channel Attention (SCA) mechanism exploring the
second-order correlations of spatio-wise and channel-wise fea-
tures with multi-task learning to better represent subtle micro-
expression AUs.

Since micro-expression AUs correspond to specific muscular
activations of the face and have low intensity, micro-expression
AUs are more directly related with regional distortion [20]. There-
fore, it is crucial to obtain discriminative information on local
regions for AU detection [21]. Recent researches indicated that
second-order statistics become better backbone for regional
descriptors than first-order statistics such as mean or maximum
[20]. Inspired by these observations, a Channel Attention module
(CA) is designed to characterize regional facial changes by embed-
ding second-order statistics on feature channels.

Besides getting more AU discriminative features, the relation-
ship of individual facial regions is very important for AU detection
[21]. For example, AU7 (Lids tight) usually exhibits simultaneously
in the left and right eyes. Therefore, the correlation of multiple
facial regions can provide more robustness to features than the
sole region. In this way, we propose a Spatial Attention module
(SA) to encode the covariance correlation of all the regions on face.
Finally, we combine SA and CA to further improve the performance
of micro-expression AU detection. Different from the existing
methods [16,2] employing facial landmark detection or additional
region learning to extract AU features on local regions, our pro-
posed modules discover the discriminative information on very
limited micro-expression databases efficiently without employing
extra-information.

Considering the weak correlation between AU labels in micro-
expressions, instead of utilizing multi-label learning [2,17], we
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treat every AU detection as a specific task, namely multi-task deep
learning framework. In this way, we can learn a shared feature-
level facial representation for every AU. The currently available
AU detection frameworks are mostly based on frames, but missing
the temporal information [16,22,23]. In contrast, the temporal
information can make significant contribution to micro-
expression AU detection, because micro-expression AUs are subtle
in spatial domain, while change fast in temporal domain. It is rea-
sonable to employ the temporal information. In detail, we build
our framework with 3D convolutional kernels [24]. The overall
framework is outlined in Fig. 2.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to detect
micro-expression AUs. Our main contributions are three-fold:

� We propose a novel channel attention module for micro-
expressions AU detection, which is able to better capture regio-
nal facial micro changes by embedding the second-order statis-
tics. In this way, we can obtain more discriminative features for
AU detection without utilizing extra-information.

� A spatial attention module is designed to leverage the local
regional information and the relationship of individual regions
on face to enhance the AU detection robustness on very limited
micro-expression databases.

� We conduct intensive experiments on three publicly micro-
expression databases with AU labels. The results demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method. Moreover, we provide the
baseline results of micro-expression AU detection to the
research community.
2. Related work

Automatic facial action unit detection has been studied for dec-
ades, and many works have been proposed. Here, we review the
works of AU detection and second-order statistic application in
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), which are related with
our method.



Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed spatio-channel attention network.
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2.1. AU detection

AUs are defined as patterns of different facial muscular move-
ments. They formulate different facial expressions based on the
local facial appearance [21]. Based on this character, several works
were proposed to use local information for facial AU detection [25–
27]. Taheri et al. [26] described AUs based on defined fixed regions
and recovered facial expressions using the AU composition rules
with sparse coding. Zhao et al. [27,16] proposed a patch selection
method to leverage group sparsity to improve the AU detection
performance. However, these proposed handcrafted features are
not sufficiently expressive.

In recent years, deep learning (DL) methods have been exten-
sively studied in AU detection of macro-expressions [23,3,12],
due to their strong nonlinear representational power. Li et al. [2]
proposed a local convolutional neural network for learning AUs
on cropped regions of interest centered at facial landmarks. How-
ever, such network seriously suffers from the instable facial land-
mark detection. Recently, Deep Region and Multi-label Learning
method (DRML) [3] was proposed to obtain important facial
regions by exploiting a region layer. It extracted facial structure
information to obtain promising AU detection results with subtle
movements. Furthermore, Li et al. [28] proposed a local feature
learning method embedding facial landmark based attention map
on cropped regions. These works strongly suggest that local infor-
mation learning can improve AU detection performance. However,
all these methods focused on local regions but ignored the correla-
tion of different facial regions.

Since certain facial regions become active simultaneously, AU
detection can be benefited by exploiting the correlation of local
regions. The work of Walecki et al. [29] indicated that it is neces-
sary to model the AU representations and relationships. Addition-
ally, Niu et al. [21] used Long-short-term model (LSTM) structure
on facial areas to obtain the relationship of individual local face
regions. It considered only first-order statistic information and
needed other modules to model local regional relationship. How-
ever, different from macro-expression AUs, micro-expression AUs
suffer from low facial intensity and small quantity, thus, it is more
difficult to capture subtle regional changes. In this paper, we pro-
pose an end-to-end deep framework namely SCA to detect AUs
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in micro-expressions across second-order spatial and channel
attentions. More importantly, our proposed SCA can extract local
regional changes and the relationship of local facial regions simul-
taneously for obtaining discriminative and robust micro-
expression AU representation.
2.2. Second-order statistics in deep learning

Generic convolutional neural network with convolutional layers
and maximum/average pooling captures first-order statistics.
Recently, the works of [30,31] indicated higher-order statistics
have stronger modeling capability than first-order statistics. As
well, second-order statistics have been widely used in multiple
scenarios with deep learning [31,20,32,33]. For example, Carreira
et al. proposed the second-order pooling O2P exploring second-
order statistics over free-form regions for semantic segmentation
[34]. In the context of large-scale image classification, Matrix
Power Normalized Covariance (MPN-COV) was presented to char-
acterize the correlations of feature channels and designate the
shape of feature distribution [33]. The MPN-COV was suitable to
scenario of high dimension and small sample, and effectively
exploited the image geometry. Gao et al. introduced global
second-order pooling from lower to higher layers to fully exploit
the second-order statistics of holistic image on multiple levels
[35]. Furthermore, the research of Tuzel et al. [31] showed that
second-order statistics are better regional descriptors. Naima
et al. [36] proposed to encode face CNN features into a covariance
matrix and trained a SVM classifier with a positive definite Gaus-
sian RBF kernel for facial expression classification. Moreover,
Acharya et al. explored a manifold network structure for covari-
ance pooling to better capture regional distortion for facial expres-
sion recognition [20].

Motivated by their works, we design SA and CA modules with
second-order statistics to significantly improve the performance
of micro-expression AU detection. More specifically, our proposed
SCA embeds second-order statistics as attention on spatio-wise
and channel-wise features to better characterize the regional
changes and relationship of individual facial regions.
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3. Micro-expression AU detection

Feature representation is the key component of building a
robust AU detection system. The CNN has shown its great power
for feature representation in lots of computer vision tasks
[37,38,31]. However, it cannot well represent regional changes
and also ignores the regional relationships, because it only
explores the first-order statistics on the holistic image. To remedy
the limitations, we propose a SCA network to capture regional
changes and the relationship of facial regions for micro-
expression AU detection. In this section, we first overview our pro-
posed SCA network. Then, we describe two basic modules CA and
SA. Finally, we discuss the fusion of CA and SA modules and derive
the final model objective.

3.1. Overview

The micro-expression AUs have very low intensity and weak
correlations, whereas fast changes in temporal domain. The tem-
poral information makes important contribution to micro-
expression AU detection. Additionally, ResNet [24,21] has been
demonstrated to have a strong ability for local features generation
with convolutional layers. Therefore, we build SCA on 3D residual
network (Res3D) [37] with the temporal information. Our pro-
posed architecture is shown in Fig. 2. Before passing to a series
of 3D residual blocks, the input facial images are aligned. The last
3D residual block outputs a local feature F with h�w� t � c
dimension, where h and w are spatial height and width, respec-
tively, t represents the temporal length, and c is the number of
channels.

For obtaining robust global feature, traditional CNNs directly
feed the output of convolutional layers to a global average/maxi-
mum pooling layer [31]. However, this kind of operation fails to
extract local regional information of structured objects such as face
[31,20,21]. In contrast, a CA module is introduced to extract
second-order statistics of the feature generated from 3D residual
blocks. As the micro-expression AUs occur in few facial regions,
the CA module can better capture regional changes for micro-
expression AU detection through embedding high-order statistics
on feature channels. Additionally, it is beneficial to consider the
relationship of facial regions for micro-expression AU detection.
To this end, we firstly design a spatial attention module with spa-
tial second-order statistics to automatically explore the intrinsic
relationship of local facial regions. Subsequently, the spatial and
channel attention representations are fused through learning to
increase the discriminative ability. Overall, our model can capture
both regional changes and relationship of individual facial regions.
The flowchat of SCA is shown in Fig. 3.

3.2. Channel attention module

Our proposed CA module aims to better capture regional
changes of micro-expressions through embedding second-order
statistics. As shown in Fig. 3, the CA module has focusing on
second-order statistics along the channel dimension of feature
maps and steers attention to significant channels.

The input of CA module is a feature F with h�w� t � c, which
is the output of last 3D residual block. In practice, as the temporal
dimension t is embedded into 1D through 3D residual blocks, for
simplifying the computation, F is reformulated into a new feature
F 0 of h�w� c. For reducing computational cost, we further sup-
press the channel dimension of F 0 to c0, where c0 < c. Here, we
denote the reduced dimension feature as F 0

re. Apparently, F
0
re can

be seen as h�w feature maps with size of c0. In the implementa-
tion, we reshape the F 0

re into feature maps
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F 0
ch ¼ f 0ch1; f

0
ch2; . . . ; f

0
chd

� �
, where f 0chi 2 Rc0 and d ¼ h�w. With F 0

ch,
the pairwise channel correlation Cch is computed as:

Cch ¼ 1
d� 1

Xd

i¼1

f 0chi � f 0chÞ f 0chi � f 0chÞ
T
;

��
ð1Þ

where f 0ch ¼ 1
d

Pd
i¼1f

0
chi.

The channel covariance correlation computation is denoted as
‘C–cov’ in Fig. 3. According to [35,39], each row in Cch represents
the statistical dependency of the channel with all channels. In
order to reserve the structural information, instead of quadratic
operations involved changing the data order, the row-wise convo-
lution is performed for Cch by regarding each row as a group in
group convolution [40]. As shown in Fig. 4, Cch is convoluted with
c0 filter groups of size k� 1� c0 to obtain F 0

g . The filter group is rep-
resented as G ¼ g1; g2; . . . ; gc0 . Specifically, following the implemen-
tation of [35], k is set as 4.

Furthermore, we perform the second convolution on F 0
g . To

completely exploit feature inter-dependencies from the aggregated
information of covariance matrix, the sigmoid function is used as a
nonlinear activation [35]. It can obtain the channel attention map
Wch. For each channel, its feature F 0

ch is element-wise multiplied
with Wch. Currently, we can obtain the micro-expression AU fea-
ture with channel attention. Specifically, individual channels of F 0

are emphasized or suppressed in a soft manner. The CA module
can capture the second-order statistical dependency of the holistic
image and steer attention to significant channels to improve the
representation capability of micro-expression AUs.

3.3. Spatial attention module

One key aspect of SCA network is to design a spatial attention
module to compute spatial pairwise feature correlations of the
holistic image. As the AUs may simultaneously occur, the correla-
tion of facial regions will make contributions to enhance the
robustness of micro-expression AU detection. For obtaining the
relationship of facial regions and steering attention on active AU
regions for micro-expression AU detection, we proposed a SA mod-
ule which encodes nonlinear pair-wise feature dependency at all
spatial positions.

For SA module, we compute pairwise correlations of feature F 0

at all spatial positions. Given the input F 0, which is denoted as

F 0
sp ¼ f 0sp1; f

0
sp2; . . . ; f

0
spc

h i
, where f 0spi 2 Rd, the pairwise spatial cor-

relation is computed as:

Csp ¼ 1
c � 1

Xc

i¼1

f 0spi� f 0sp
� �

f 0spi� f 0sp
� �T

; ð2Þ

where f 0sp ¼ 1
c

Pc
i¼1f

0
spi.

It is noted that Csp 2 Rd�d, where d ¼ h�w. Each row in Csp

means statistical correlation of one feature with all features. Csp

is also fed into row-wise convolution to extract the structural cor-
relation representation. Subsequently, a convolution followed by
sigmoid is applied to output the weight vector Wsp. Through
inverse reshaping, we can obtain an h�w spatial attention map
W 0

sp. Lastly, the spatial attention map embeds nonlinear spatial

correlations of the holistic image by multiplying with F 0. By this
means, we obtain the spatio-attention AU feature F 0

sp through tak-
ing account of the relationship of different facial regions. Tradi-
tional CNNs fail to capture the relationship of individual regions
due to limited receptive field size. Different from traditional CNNs,
our proposed SA module can consider holistic dependency of fea-
tures at distant positions and steer attention on active AUs in
micro-expressions.



Fig. 3. The illustration of SCA module. Given the input feature F 0 , the channel-wise Cch and spatio-wise Csp covariance matrices are computed through C-cov and S-cov,
respectively. C-cov and S-cov represent channel-wise and spatio-wise covariance computation, respectively. The channel attention weight Wch and spatial attention weight
Wsp are produced by a linear convolution and non-linear activation, respectively. Wsp and Wch are embedded on F 0 through multiplication. Finally, the F 0

sp and F 0
ch are fused

through learning. Specifically, for the CA module, the dimension reduction is implied firstly to improve the computation efficiency.

Fig. 4. The illustration of row-wise group convolution.
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3.4. The fusion of CA and SA modules

Aforementioned, the CA and SA modules independently con-
sider statistical correlations of AU features along channel-wise
and spatial-wise dimensions. It is believed that fusing them con-
tributes to characterize both regional facial changes and the rela-
tionship of facial regions. Moreover, fusing CA and SA modules
can enhance the discriminative ability of features. Here, we learn
the fusion weights wspf and wchf to fuse the outputs of CA and SA
modules adaptively and steer attention on salient features. The
fusion operation is defined as follows:

F 0
sc ¼ wspf F

0
sp þwchf F

0
ch; ð3Þ

where F 0
ch and F 0

sp represent the outputs of CA and SA modules,
respectively.

3.5. Micro-expression AU detection objective

As the previous discussion implies, the AUs in micro-expression
co-exist and their correlation is weak. Considering them, we treat
each AU detection as a specific task. The loss for each task is
defined as a binary cross-entropy loss:

La ¼ yilog ŷið Þ þ 1� yið Þlog 1� ŷið Þ; ð4Þ
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where yi is the ground truth for the i-th AU, with 1 denoting occur-
rence of the AU and 0 denoting no occurrence. ŷi is the predicted
probability of the occurrence of i-th AU. The overall loss is formu-
lated as the sum of all task losses:

Ltotal ¼
XM
i¼1

La; ð5Þ

where M is number of AU categories.
4. Experiments

4.1. Database and annotation

We perform experiments about the micro-expression AU detec-
tion on the CASME II, CASME, and SAMM databases. The common
AUs with the number of samples greater than 14 are utilized in
the experiments.

CASME II [41] consists of 247 micro-expressions elicited from
26 participants with a camera of 200 fps. It includes the cropped
face with high resolution (640� 480 pixels). We used 243 videos
with eight AUs: ‘AU1’, ‘AU2’, ‘AU4’, ‘AU7’, ‘AU12’, ‘AU14’, ‘AU15’,
and ‘AU17’ occurred in disgust;happy; surprise; angry, and others
emotions.
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CASME database [42] is consisted of spontaneous micro-
expression clips including frames from onset to offset. It contains
195 spontaneous micro-expression clips from 19 subjects and
recorded with frame rate of 60 fps. There are 124 samples related
with four common emotions: disgust; repression; surprise, and tense,
including four AUs: ‘AU1’, ‘AU4’, ‘AU9’, and ‘AU14’.

SAMM [43] collects 159 micro-expression samples from 32 par-
ticipants with 13 ethnicities with recording rate 200 fps. The 101
samples including ‘AU2’, ‘AU4’, ‘AU7’, and ‘AU12’ are evaluated in
our experiments.

Different from the existing works in micro-expression recogni-
tion, micro-expression AUs are labeled in special form, for example
AU 6 and left AU 12 are represented as 6 + L12. We polish the AU
annotations of CASME II, CASME, and SAMM databases through re-
organizing the AU labels to 1D binary code representation and
carry out intensive experiments with these AU annotations. The
polished annotation can provide basic information for further
study in micro-expression analysis.

4.2. Settings

Metrics. AU detection is a multi-label binary classification prob-
lem. For a binary classification task especially when samples are
not balanced, F1-score can better interpret the algorithm perfor-
mance. In our evaluation, F1-scores are computed for eight AUs
in CASME II, four AUs in CASME and four AUs in SAMM databases
according to the AU samples quantity and importance. The overall
performance of the algorithm is described by the average F1-score,
following the implementation of AU detection works [22,21,23,3].
The accuracy histograms of AUs are also shown to further compare
the performance of different methods.

Implementation. In our experiments, we employ the cropped
face images provided by the databases. The input is aligned RGB
micro-expression sequential images. All models were pre-trained
on Kinetics [44] and UCF-101 [45] databases. We randomly crop
112� 112 images to augment data. As the length of micro-
expression sequences is short and varies. The micro-expression
sequences are interpolated to 50 through Temporal Interpolation
Model (TIM) [46] and sampled to 10 by average sampling. During
training, the networks are optimized using stochastic gradient des-
cent (SGD) with a weight decay of 0:001 and momentum of 0:9.
The initial learning rate is set to 0:01, divided by 10 every 30
epochs until 60 epochs, unless specified otherwise. The drop out
of 0:5 is used. All implementations are based on Pytorch.

Following common experimental settings for AU detection [21],
we use subject independent fourfold cross validation. Each time
two folds are used for training. The other two folds are for valida-
tion and testing, respectively.

4.3. Results

In this section, we first make comparisons with handcrafted fea-
tures and deep features on CASME II, CASME, and SAMM databases,
respectively. Then we conduct ablation analysis of the proposed
SCA network. We finally evaluate the computational and storage
cost.

Comparisons of methods
Handcrafted features. As this is the first work for micro-

expression AU detection, we provide the baseline of micro-
expression AU detection. Tables 1–3 show the results on CASME
II, CASME, and SAMM databases, respectively. Specifically, hand-
crafted features including LBP-TOP [47], LPQ-TOP [48], LBP-SIP
[49], and HOG3D [50] features are extracted on 5� 5 blocks
derived from frames. For LBP-TOP and LBP-SIP, the radii were set
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to 3;3;3ð Þ. One-vs-rest Linear SVM is used to train a single classi-
fier per AU class. We test the classification penalty factor C from
0:001 to 1000 on validation database and choose the best results
for fair comparisons. Among the handcrafted features, the LBP-
TOP achieves the best performance on CASME and SAMM data-
bases in terms of average F1-score. The average F1-scores based
on LBP-TOP are 0:2530;0:2013, and 0:2792 on CASME II, CASME,
and SAMM databases, respectively. On CASME II database, LBP-
SIP obtains higher average F1-score of 0:3521 in comparison with
LBP-TOP. From Table 1, it can be seen that LBP-SIP has better per-
formances on AU15 (Lip corner depressor) and AU17 (Chin raiser).
AU15 and AU17 refer to changes on the chin. The chin is a rela-
tively bigger region compared with other AU related regions (e.g.
AU1 only related with the inner brow). LBP-SIP reduces redundant
information in LBP-TOP and realizes better performances on AUs
referring big regions on face. Furthermore, the performances vary
hugely on different micro-expression AUs. From Tables 1 and 2,
handcrafted features achieve relatively promising performance
on AU4 (Brow lower) which refers to clear motions. However, most
handcrafted features failed working on AU9 (Nose wrinkle) in
micro-expressions. The possible reason is that AU9 has blur
motions and only relates with subtle appearance change on nose.

Deep features. The micro-expression databases have small
quantity. Although we did augmentation during training and pre-
trained on large databases, the sample variety is still limited com-
pared with common databases [15]. As reported in Tables 1–3, the
basic deep learning frameworks achieve comparable results to
those from the handcrafted features. For example, the Res3D18
obtained 0:3637;0:2704, and 0:2775 in terms of F1-scores on
CASME II, CASME, and SAMM databases, respectively. Moreover,
as seen from Table 1, Res3D18 also obtained much higher F1-
scores than handcraft features on most AUs.

The same framework Res3D with different depths also have dif-
ferent performances. As shown in Tables 1–3, Res3D18 outper-
forms Res3D50 and Res3D101 by 0:0976 and 0:1505; 0:0081 and
0:1035, and 0:0271 and 0:0304 in terms of average F1-score on
the CASME II, CASME, and SAMM databases, respectively. In gen-
eral, the AU detection performance drops when the network is fur-
ther deepened. The possible reason is that the micro-expression AU
databases have limited subjects and a very deep network may suf-
fer from over-fitting.

In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed SCA, the SCA
is applied on Res3D18, Res3D50, and Res3D101, respectively. From
Tables 1–3, it can be seen that SCA improves the Res3D18,
Res3D50, and Res3D101 on all three databases. Amongst all the
methods, our Res3D18 + SCA has the best performance on all three
databases in terms of the average F1-score. Res3D18 + SCA
achieves 0:4496;0:3189, and 0:3419 on CASME II, CASME, and
SAMM databases, respectively. In comparison with Res3D18, SCA
improves the results by 0:0859;0:0485, and 0:0644 on the CASME
II, CASME, and SAMM databases, respectively. We also show the
average accuracies of different deep methods in Fig.5. It can be
seen that Res3D18 + SCA also outperforms the other deep methods
in terms of the average accuracy. And the average accuracies of all
Res3Ds are improved by utilizing SCA. The results indicate that our
proposed SCA module can improve the performance of micro-
expression AU detection. We can draw a conclusion that second-
order statics can better represent micro-expression AUs with sub-
tle regional change on face.

Ablation study
In this section, we provide ablation study to investigate the

effectiveness of each part in our SCA module. The baseline is
Res3D18 exploring only first-order statics for micro-expression
AU detection. To verify the effectiveness of SA and CA, we add SA
and CA modules on Res3D18, separately.



Table 1
F1-scores on the CASME II database. The best and second are indicated using brackets and bold, and brackets alone, respectively.

Methods AU1 AU2 AU4 AU7 AU12 AU14 AU15 AU17 AVG

Number of samples 26 21 129 58 34 21 16 25

LBP-TOP 0.1057 [0.4985] 0.7324 0.0635 0.2386 0.2185 0.0000 0.1667 0.2530
LPQ-TOP 0.2877 0.3350 0.6525 0.1359 0.3631 0.0000 0.0000 0.1667 0.2426
LBP-SIP 0.2308 0.3892 0.7354 0.0888 0.2143 0.2979 [0.4318] [0.4287] 0.3521
HOG3D 0.2771 0.2769 0.7012 0.0000 0.0526 0.0000 0.0000 0.1212 0.1786

Res3D18 [0.3239] 0.2157 [0.8302] 0.1933 [0.4447] 0.2070 [0.4684] 0.2264 [0.3637]
Res3D50 [0.3229] 0.2159 0.7410 0.1341 0.3388 0.0469 0.1333 0.1961 0.2661
Res3D101 0.2608 0.2510 0.6667 [0.2065] 0.1383 0.0714 0.0000 0.1296 0.2156

Res3D18 + SCA 0.2857 [0.4532] [0.8877] [0.2473] [0.4792] [0.3327] 0.3954 [0.5159] [0.4496]
Res3D50 + SCA 0.1429 0.4488 0.7801 0.2105 0.4332 0.1449 0.2296 0.2911 0.3351
Res3D101 + SCA 0.1350 0.1724 0.7497 0.2036 0.2596 [0.3150] 0.2000 0.1774 0.2904

Table 2
F1-scores on the CASME database. The best and second are indicated using brackets and bold, and brackets alone, respectively.

Methods AU1 AU4 AU9 AU14 AVG

Number of samples 23 69 40 23

LBP-TOP 0.1296 0.4423 0.0000 [0.2333] 0.2013
LPQ-TOP 0.1719 [0.6048] 0.0000 0.0000 0.1942
LBP-SIP 0.1507 0.5235 0.0000 0.1167 0.1977
HOG3D 0.0000 [0.5321] 0.1111 0.0000 0.1608

Res3D18 0.3510 0.4209 0.1506 0.1592 [0.2704]
Res3D50 [0.3596] 0.3713 0.0754 0.2432 0.2623
Res3D101 0.2010 0.2659 0.1412 0.0597 0.1669

Res3D18 + SCA [0.3818] 0.4134 [0.2233] [0.2574] [0.3189]
Res3D50 + SCA 0.3596 0.3713 0.1669 0.0754 0.2433
Res3D101 + SCA 0.2776 0.3798 0.2200 0.0407 0.2295

Table 3
F1-scores on the SAMM database. The best and second are indicated using brackets and bold, and brackets alone, respectively.

Methods AU2 AU4 AU7 AU12 AVG

Number of samples 18 23 46 30

LBP-TOP [0.2652] 0.1538 0.4603 0.2376 0.2792
LPQ-TOP 0.1818 0.1538 [0.4614] 0.2376 0.2587
LBP-SIP 0.2144 0.0556 0.0400 0.0000 0.1675
HOG3D 0.0000 0.1667 0.2330 0.0833 0.1208

Res3D18 0.1726 [0.1813] 0.3637 0.3923 0.2775
Res3D50 0.2053 0.1471 0.2900 0.3591 0.2504
Res3D101 0.1555 [0.1746] 0.3933 0.2650 0.2471

Res3D18 + SCA [0.3289] 0.1297 [0.4876] [0.4218] [0.3419]
Res3D50 + SCA 0.1950 0.1364 0.4606 [0.4090] [0.30031]
Res3D101 + SCA 0.1633 0.1076 0.4317 0.3435 0.2615
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Spatial attention. As shown in Tables 4–6, the SA module out-
performs the baseline by 0:0612;0:0027, and 0:0034 in terms of
average F1-score on the CASME II, CASME, and SAMM databases,
respectively. From Table 4, we can see that SA reached higher F1-
scores on six out of eight AUs in the CASME II database, compared
with the baseline. The results demonstrate that the spatial rela-
tionship of local regions is useful for AU micro-expression predic-
tion and our SA module is effective for modeling spatial correlation
information.

Channel attention. The CA module also contributes the
improvements of the average F1-score on all three databases
227
(0.060 on CASME II, 0.0197 on CASME, 0.0016 on SAMM), as shown
in Tables 4–6. The results indicate that second-order statistics are
more representative for subtle local facial changes. From the class
activation maps shown in Fig. 6, we can see that CA is more likely
to focus on the informative regions.

Spatio-channel attention. When both SA and CA modules are
included, the network can better describe local AU regions, and
consider the relationship of facial regions, and thus is able to
achieve better performances on all three databases. We test the
spatio-channel attention fusion methods by the commonly used
operations of average/maximum (SCAAvg=SCAMax) and concatena-



Fig. 5. Average accuracies on the CASME II, CASME and SAMM databases.

Fig. 6. Micro-expression AU visualization. Some examples of class activation maps [51] for baseline (Res3D18), SA, CA, and different fusion methods. SCAAvg , SCAConcat , SCAMax ,
and SCALearn represent fusion through maximum, average, feature concatenation and learning methods, respectively.
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tion (SCAConcat), and our proposed learning fusion weights method
(SCALearn). The results of fusion methods are presented in Tables
4–6.

In general, from Tables 4–6, it is seen that the fusion methods
obtain higher F1-scores on all AUs on the CAMSE II and CASME
228
databases, and three out of four AUs on the SAMM database, com-
pared with the SA and CA methods. Moreover, SCALearn makes sig-
nificant improvements on all three databases in terms of average
F1-score, compared with separate channel and spatial attentions
(0.4496 vs. 0.4237 and 0.4249 on CASME II, 0.3189 vs. 0.2901



Table 4
Ablation study of F1-scores on the CASME II database. Bold numbers indicate the best performance. The baseline is Res3D18 and SCALearn is the fusion method developed in our
paper.

Methods AU1 AU2 AU4 AU7 AU12 AU14 AU15 AU17 AVG

Baseline 0.3239 0.2157 0.8302 0.1933 0.4447 0.2070 0.4684 0.2264 0.3637
Baseline + SA 0.2041 0.4024 0.8374 0.3320 0.4726 0.4501 0.2800 0.4202 0.4249
Baseline + CA 0.2792 0.2932 0.8621 0.3526 0.3787 0.4458 0.4453 0.3326 0.4237

Baseline+SCAMax 0.1930 0.3755 0.8324 0.4060 0.3005 0.5300 0.4970 0.3353 0.4337
Baseline+SCAAvg 0.4270 0.4029 0.8416 0.1473 0.2550 0.3165 0.2697 0.3747 0.3793
Baseline+SCAConcat 0.3819 0.2526 0.8699 0.2191 0.3611 0.5467 0.3113 0.3125 0.4069

Baseline+SCALearn 0.2857 0.4532 0.8877 0.2473 0.4792 0.3327 0.3954 0.5159 0.4496

Table 5
Ablation study of F1-scores on the CASME database. Bold numbers indicate the best performance. The baseline is Res3D18 and SCALearn is the fusion method developed in our
paper.

Methods AU1 AU4 AU9 AU14 AVG

Baseline 0.3510 0.4209 0.1506 0.1592 0.2704
Baseline + SA 0.4514 0.4233 0.1050 0.1126 0.2731
Baseline + CA 0.4373 0.4155 0.1579 0.1498 0.2901

Baseline+SCAMax 0.4137 0.4522 0.1177 0.1989 0.2956
Baseline+SCAAvg 0.4701 0.4356 0.0000 0.1026 0.2521
Baseline+SCAConcat 0.3537 0.3921 0.0673 0.1537 0.2417

Baseline+SCALearn 0.3818 0.4134 0.2233 0.2574 0.3189

Table 6
Ablation study of F1-scores on the SAMM database. Bold numbers indicate the best performance. The baseline is Res3D18 and SCALearn is the fusion method developed in our
paper.

Methods AU2 AU4 AU7 AU12 AVG

Baseline 0.1726 0.1813 0.3637 0.3923 0.2775
Baseline + SA 0.0833 0.2397 0.4278 0.3726 0.2809
Baseline + CA 0.0781 0.1579 0.4660 0.4145 0.2791

Baseline+SCAMax 0.1765 0.1841 0.3910 0.4171 0.2913
Baseline+SCAAvg 0.1372 0.1250 0.4582 0.3764 0.2742
Baseline+SCAConcat 0.0560 0.0417 0.2817 0.3557 0.1838

Baseline+SCALearn 0.3289 0.1297 0.4876 0.4218 0.3419
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and 0.2731 on CASME, and 0.3419 vs. 0.2791 and 0.2809 on
SAMM). These results indicate that the channel attention and spa-
tial attention are complementary, thus fusing the channel and spa-
tial attentions make significant improvements over the baseline
and single attention network.

Among different fusion methods, SCALearn achieves the highest
average F1-score on all three databases, as shown in Tables 4–6.
SCALearn outperforms the second-best fusion method (SCAMax) by
0.0159, 0.0233, and 0.0506 in terms of average F1-score on the
CASME II, CASME, and SAMM databases, respectively. The results
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed fusion method
SCALearn. SCALearn differs from SCAMax in an adaptive way: SCALearn

learns the adaptive fusion weights to effectively fuse the comple-
mentary information between channel and spatial attentions.

Furthermore, for the three commonly used operations, as
shown in Tables 4–6, SCAMax performs better than SCAAvg and
SCAConcat . SCAAvg and SCAConcat drop the average F1-score on all
three databases, even in comparison with SA and CA methods.
The feature average and concatenation fusion methods cannot
identify the complementary information between channel and
spatial attentions and may introduce redundancy information,
thus degrade the AU detection performance in most cases.
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Fig. 6 shows some examples of class activation maps. It is seen
that the model can focus more on the accurate regions of micro-
expression AUs by using the SA and CA modules. For example,
for AU14 (3rd row of Fig. 6), the baseline network focuses on the
AU-unrelated region, i.e., right cheek. After adding SA module,
our network can capture local regional information and concen-
trate on part of the mouth. SCAAvg only focuses on the right dimple
and SCAMax roughly captures the AU information from the whole
mouth. Different from them, SCALearn can focus on the both dimples
exactly. The class activation maps further indicate the effectiveness
of our fusion method SCALearn. Fig. 7 shows a failed micro-
expression AU detection example. It may be caused by the very
small active regions of the AU. The feature dependencies are insen-
sitive in representing very small regions.

4.4. Computational and storage cost

We conducted the experiments about the SCA network using a
NVIDIA Tesla K80c GPU with 12 GB memory. For each step during
training, we evaluated the running time for each iteration. When
the batch size is set as 64, it takes average 0:783 seconds for each
step. In the training process, all three databases can be finished in



Fig. 7. Failed examples of Micro-expression AU detection.
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10000 steps. That means the training process costs less than 2.5 h.
As well, SCA network model contains average 260 M parameters.
Moreover, SCA doesn’t need an additional backbone to learn the
local feature and local feature relationship. Therefore, it is believed
that our proposed SCA has efficient computation cost and small
storage cost.
5. Conclusion

Micro-expression AU detection becomes an important and chal-
lenging task, as micro-expression database contains small number
of samples and micro-expression has subtle and quick facial mus-
cle changes. In this paper, we propose an end-to-end spatio-
channel attention (SCA) network for micro-expression AU detec-
tion which consists of spatial and channel modules for spatial rela-
tionship modeling and local regional representation, respectively.
SCA network is able to efficiently identify subtle AUs by exploring
self second-order statistics. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work concentrating on micro-expression AU detection.
Additionally, we present several baseline results of micro-
expression AU detection using handcrafted features and deep
learning networks. Intensive experiments demonstrate the effec-
tiveness and generalization ability of our SCA network. In future,
we will consider the study on resolving the problem of AUs with
small regions and exploring micro-expression recognition
enhanced by AU information.
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